SUMMARY
Wuf Shanti is an adorable dog character that travels the world and shares
with children through lots of great music and fun stories how to do yoga,
meditation and live mindfully.
The character was created by Adam when he was nine years old. He created
Wuf Shanti in honor of his great-grandpa, and has been spreading the
word, visiting children hospitals, schools, and even becoming certified to
teach children yoga.
His theory is that if we can teach kids mindful-tools when they are young,
these tools will become an automatic response to stress, so kids will have
more productive ways of dealing with emotions as they grow-up. These tools
will help children be more empathetic, less anxious and depressed
teenagers, and more content, happy peace-loving adults.
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THE TV SHOW

Wuf Shanti promotes health, wellness & happiness, & encourages peace & positivity, through this dog character, min
social emotional learning, yoga, meditation, games, fun, & music. The videos are on Florida PBS stations, Children's TV
Network in children’s hospitals across the country & internationally, BatteryPop, KidoodleTV, a safe streaming service
for kids), Adventure to Learning (in school health and fitness programming in 25,000 schools), on the Wuf Shanti
YouTube Channel, & Wuf Shanti mindful mobile app, Yoga Fun Machine, with yoga lessons, mindful mantras, &
wonderful music and games. Think like Barney or Elmo for yoga. If children learn early how to live mindfully and deal
with emotions in a productive manner, then we will hopefully attain a more peaceful world where kindness abounds.
The goal is to help kids live mindfully, in health and wellness, peace and positivity, to teach them the tools to deal with
stress, in order to reduce violence and make this world a better place for the next generation, be kind to one another,
and to live in peace. Another goal is to help children learn the influence and importance of positive thinking on health
and success in life. Science has proven that mindfulness, yoga, meditation, and positivity can help with the healing
process and with dealing with stress. If we can teach kids tools when they are young, these tools will help them
remain calm, cope with emotions, which will promote good health and well-being.

THE COMPANY
The Wuf Shanti Children's Wellness Foundation is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. Wuf Shanti’s creator is [now] a
15-year-old boy named Adam. With the help and support of his mom, Marni Becker-Avin, and yoga therapist, Erika
Lee, Adam’s Wuf Shanti character has come to life, bringing smiles to children everywhere. The live mascot visits
children hospitals and schools. It began as a child's project, and has become a "real" character that came to life, with 7
books, 100+ videos, music, stuffed animals, yoga mats, an inspirational blog, interviews with pioneers in the
mindfulness community, and a mindful mobile app, the Wuf Shanti Yoga Fun Machine, which can be downloaded on
both Apple and Android devices. Our mission is to teach the next generation to have a mindful-mindset, how to live
healthier and happier lives, cope with emotions and trauma, be inclusive, kind, and live in peace and gratitude.
Wuf Shanti loves all children, regardless of where they are from, what nationality or religion or race they are, and
promotes peace and love. It is very important to us to help children live a healthier, mindful life. It is our greatest
desire that this character will become a beacon for others, and will help children grow up to be happy teenagers and
content peace loving adults who "Think Well to Be Well".

Now that Adam is a teenager, our early learning curriculum has expanded to teens (minus the dog) with the Kids
Association for Mindfulness in Education, his Partners for Peace interview podcast series, and the Mindful Kids
Peace Summit. Topics include positive psychology, social emotional learning, emotional intelligence, mindfulness,
communication, inclusion, kindness, & more. Adam also was invited to present a TEDxYouth Talk, which was a
wonderful experience: https://youtu.be/2r6TWTqr8FM

August 23, 2017, Miami - Thirteen-year-old Adam Avin, producer of the children’s yoga program, “Wuf
Shanti,” says the show helps keep his great-grandfather’s three mantras alive: “Smile and the world will
smile with you,” the kindness mantra; “smile and say thank you,” the gratitude mantra; and “think well
to be well,” the positive thinking mantra.

Adam, who lives in Fort Lauderdale, says that although there are many feel-good children’s shows, none
is quite like his. “They don’t teach the yogi mindset, they don’t teach all these different yoga poses, they
don’t teach the meditation techniques,” he said.
The Children’s Television Network, which recently picked up “Wuf Shanti,” will soon extend its coverage
internationally. The network currently airs in 15 children’s hospitals nationwide and plans to expand its
reach to 170 hospitals throughout the United States. In December, it will also begin offering its
programming on various streaming services accessible throughout the world via Apple TV, Hulu, Amazon
Fire TV stick, Samsung smart televisions, among others.
Wuf Shanti, the life-size dog and star of the show, started off as drawings by Adam with his greatgrandfather’s mantras written underneath, which the teen then developed into a book before setting
his sights on the 15-minute television show.
Adam, who is one of the youngest certified yoga instructors in Florida, was the original Wuf Shanti. He
dressed in a life-size dog costume until he outgrew it. He’s now 5 feet 10.
Adam Avin, who is one of the youngest certified yoga instructors in Florida, created Wuf Shanti, a lifesize dog that performs yoga poses and sings along with children in front of the camera.
The dog performs yoga poses and sings along with children in front of the camera. When the cameras
are not rolling, he travels to children’s hospitals around the nation to lead yoga classes and teach
mindfulness.
On Facebook, Wuf Shanti has more than 50,000 followers. Last year, singer Adam Levine of Maroon 5
posted on his own Facebook page, “What a cool way to teach kids yoga. Go back this Kickstarter from an
amazing kid!”
Donnie Vick, CEO of The Children’s Television Network, said this show along with others on the network
will offer viewers something unlike any other current show.

“It gets kids moving and start thinking about their body,” he said. “What I really like is that it’s delivered
by someone closer to their age rather than a 35-year-old delivering the message. Because sometimes
kids like to hear things from other kids.”

“Wuf Shanti,” which is executive produced and written by Adam’s mother, Marni Becker-Avin, will be
available through an upcoming mobile app. It is also available daily on local PBS stations in South Florida
and anytime on YouTube. “Wuf Shanti is so important right now, with everything going on in the world
because he encourages health & wellness in children & promotes peace & positivity,” Becker-Avin said.
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A 14-Year-Old Teaches Mindfulness to Kids
across the Globe
goop.com/wellness/mindfulness/a-14-year-old-teaches-mindfulness-to-kids-across-the-globe/

In an online video, a group of little kids is practicing yoga. They wobble in tree

pose on brightly colored yoga mats as they sing, “If you’re happy and you know it,
be a tree!” In the middle of this unlikely group is their instructor, a smiling dog—
that is, a person wearing a dog costume. This is Wuf Shanti.
“When we wake up every morning and do some stretching and breathing, we set
ourselves up to have a good day,” Wuf Shanti tells the kids as they uncoil their
little legs and look up at him.
The video is part of series to teach kids the importance of yoga andmindfulness—
and the producer would know. He’s fourteen. Adam Avin is a high school
freshman from Fort Lauderdale—and one of the youngest certified yoga instructors
for youth in Florida. He’s passionate and clearly precocious, and he spends his
time outside of school using Wuf Shanti to teach kids the practice of yoga. Avin
says Wuf gives children a fun way to learn mindfulness so they can “deal with
stress and emotions better.”
“With everything going on in the world—violence, bullying, and kids isolating
themselves—it’s important for everyone to take five minutes every day to meditate
and focus on your breath,” says Avin.
Avin learned all this from his great-grandfather Jack, “a yogi at heart,” who passed
many valuable mantras down to his great-grandson, including “Think well to be
well” and “Smile and the world will smile with you.” When Jack passed away,
Avin wanted to carry on what he had learned from Jack, so he started drawing a
floppy-eared dog sitting cross-legged in meditation, paws to heart, and writing his
great-grandpa’s mantras underneath. He named the sketch Wuf Shanti.
Wuf quickly started to grow off the page: Avin next incorporated him into a school
project, then a book, and then a mindfulness curriculum.
That was five years ago. To date, Avin has produced seven books, an expanded
mindfulness curriculum, and an app for iPhone and Android, all based around Wuf.
There’s also the video series broadcast on local PBS and the Children’s TV
network in children’s hospitals. And Avin and his alter ego travel to hospitals and
schools across the country to give kids in-person mindfulness lessons.

“When Wuf walks into the room, all the kids’ faces light up,” he says. (Avin used
to put on the dog costume, but he’s too tall now. His mother, Marni, or a fellow
yoga instructor wears it.)
Today, Avin is focused on his latest wellness endeavor—the Mindful Kids Peace
Summit. A five-day online educational program running this February, the
summit—which he cofounded with educational expert Helen Maffini—is Avin’s
largest project to date. He’s including everything you’d look for at a mindfulness
event, from breathwork lessons to diversity talks to social emotional learning
workshops. There will be panels, interviews, lessons, and motivational speeches
from practitioners, athletes, and celebrities. And since it will be online and
accessible from anywhere, Avin is trying to get the word out to teachers around the
country and world to entice them to play the program for their students.
“We really want to get middle schools and high schools to watch it all on the same
day, at the same time,” he says.
Stretched over a school week, the summit will dive deep into various themes,
including diversity, inclusion, and communication; kindness and anti-bullying; destressing and coping tools; bettering the world; and emotional learning and
mindfulness.

It’s a huge project, and Avin still has a lot of work to do. He also has to produce
new mindfulness videos, play on the high school golf team, study for tests, and
find time to be a teen. But Avin isn’t overwhelmed; in fact—and true to his
mindfulness practice—he’s grateful. He “focuses on what’s happening now” and
spends his energy on his own goals, no matter how lofty. “We want to make the
world a better place,” he says.
The Mindful Kids Peace Summit will take place online, February 11 to 15, 2019.
To learn more, visit mindfulkidspeacesummit.com.

Feel Good Alert: This 14 Year-Old is Making Change Happen
Wuf Shanti. If you are anything like me, one of your first thoughts might be along the lines of
“Good God, can Disney license and franchise the dharma? Turn its purveyor into a trite,
hackneyed character (caricature)?”
That response, while not unfounded, says more about me (us?) than about Wuf Shanti, or the
foundation that evolved around this character.
Admittedly, Wuf is a friendly dog-character, does delight children and does represent key
aspects of the dharma: kindness, compassion and an end to violence.
But this character is not the brainchild of a conglomerate; the ‘next best thing’ dreamt up by a
multi-national corporation with a lock on books, movies, school binders, Halloween costumes
etc. Rather, Wuf Shanti emerged from the grief of 10-year-old Adam Avin, who wanted to honor
his great-grandpa Jack when he passed. Heavy-hearted, Adam did what many kids do when
faced with overwhelming circumstances—he drew. And his drawings (of his much loved puppy)
paid homage to Jack through their captions, which reiterated some of Jack’s oft-repeated advices,
including “Think Well to Be Well,” and “Smile and the World Will Smile With You.”
With mom’s help, this series of drawings became a storyboard, then a book with a rhyming
narrative. My Grand-dog was a Yoga Instructor captured, for posterity, the wisdom of a beloved
great-grandfather, and started Adam’s family down the road to a peaceable, mental health
foundation, the Wuf Shanti Children’s Wellness Foundation.

Today, Adam is a High School freshman who has outgrown the Wuf costume, literally and
figuratively. Yet, as a young adult who lives just beyond the pale of Parkland (where, on
Valentine’s Day 2018, a shooter claimed 17 lives and left countless others injured and
traumatized at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School), Adam is intent on translating Wuf into
teachings that support non-violence and promote mental health for both primary and secondary
school students. Toward that end, Adam formed the Kids Association for Mindfulness in
Education (KAME), which has spawned the much anticipated Mindful Kids Peace Summit (Feb
11-15, 2019). The summit is the first-ever week-long social emotional learning (SEL) program
geared to teens, and will be broadcast in middle and high schools across the globe.*
When I caught up with Adam after the holidays, I specifically wanted to know about his
experiences with bullying, and how they might have shaped him. (In my mind, Wuf seems a
likely target for the ridicule of pre-adolescents, who incessantly push boundaries—especially
against anything that hints of ‘babyish.’) I was completely unprepared for Adam to deny having
been bullied.
Taking a different tack, I pressed for details about the middle school incarnation of Wuf.
Instead of hearing about teasing over the dog costume (or taunting for his continuously up-beat
positive attitude) the question prompted Adam to talk about his middle school peer counseling
class. He took pride and pleasure in expounding on a conflict mediation curriculum (in his public
school) that taught young people the skill sets necessary to begin negotiating their own struggles.
Adam noted that what most surprised him about being part of this initiative was “the realization
of how many kids really want to work out social entanglements.”
(Nonetheless, Adam was clear that not all situations were amenable to peer mediation. For
example, “those between two kids that seem extremely personal.” Young people, he shared,
“would not get in the middle of something that was caught up with a lot of private stuff between
two kids.” This may signal the point at which, as educators know, peer mediation can break
down, and mediators themselves become the target of peer pressure).
Once we were talking about conflict, it was easier to re-introduce the question of bullying. Adam
responded by admitting some peers have ridiculed the costume, but simply said “If a kid makes
fun of me for the dog costume, I try to laugh because comedy helps, and if they know their
comments don’t bother me, they’ll drop it.” Sage insight for an, at the time, middle school
student.
Adam explained that this mental stance was the key legacy of his great-grandpa Jack, (who, by
the way, was not a yoga teacher, mindfulness coach, or positive psychologist). One of his oftrepeated statements to his great-grandson was “Smile and say ‘thank you’ no matter what
someone says.” In this way, you acknowledge the aggressor, deflate the situation, and can walk
away with a smile.
Wow.
Admit it though, I pressed, “It is often not easy to smile, let alone laugh.”

Adam parried with some heavy-handed positive psychology: “Even if you are sad or upset, make
yourself laugh. Our bodies don’t know that the laughing is fake, and our bodies think we are
happy, and that helps our overall health.”
I cannot speak to the verity of that statement, neurologically, nor can I engage the critiques of
positive psychology, but what I can say is that the way this character has grown—taking up
meditation, breathing, and a mantra of “think well to be well”—has set an emotional and
behavioral example for children and young adults, whose anti-bullying school cultures are
impoverished when it comes to implementing informal social-emotional learning skills.
Importantly, Wuf Shanti’s programs can get into schools through STEM programs, which are
aligned with their curricular emphasis. As Adam noted “because science has shown that
mindfulness practices and social emotional learning help with academics and focus and sports,
and also what we feel about ourselves, how we interact with others, and our physical and mental
health, we can bring these into schools.”
These days, Wuf appears in videos and on the Children’s TV Network in hospitals around the
world, has his own mindful mobile app (the Wuf Shanti Yoga Fun Machine) and YouTube
Channel, and has spawned 6 additional books as well as an SEL curriculum aimed at older youth
(which teaches them how to deal with stress and cope with emotions, how to self-regulate, better
communicate, and better interact with others.) Featured in the Huffington Post, LA Yoga
Magazine, goop Magazine, and Teaching.com (to name a few), and endorsed by celebrities such
as Adam Levine and Maroon 5, Wuf Shanti seems a character we need to become better
acquainted with in 2019.
* Register your school–the Mindful Kids Peace Summitis free if watched on the day(s) it is
happening. The summit will have more than 50 experts speaking on topics such as diversity,
inclusion, communication, kindness, anti-bullying, positive psychology, mindfulness, and
making the world a better place for the next generation. Teachers will receive resources with
discussion points or activities to help them continue exploring the topics with their students after
the summit.

Teens Unite to Prioritize Mental Health and Stop Violence
TGR Foundation recognizes the importance of mindfulness in youth education and incorporates
the practice into our curriculum at our TGR Learning Labs. We’re proud to support Adam Avin in
his quest to spread awareness and best practices for implementing mindfulness in daily
activities. At 14 years old, Adam has founded the Kids Association for Mindfulness in Education
and an upcoming online Mindful Kids Peace Summit, a 5 day program for teens ages 11-17,
offered in schools internationally.

Launching in February, the inaugural Mindful Kids Peace Summit will focus on health,
wellness, peace and positivity. We're teaching kids how to cope with stress and
emotions, how to communicate and interact with kindness, and how to be mindful.
Science has shown that these skills can help students be healthier, happier and do
better in school and in life.
I launched this peace summit because there has never been one geared toward teens
before, and mindfulness is so important right now with everything going on in the world.
Statistics show that bullying, depression, anxiety, anger, suicide and homicide have risen
in the past few years in kids under 18. If we can teach coping and mindfulness skills in
schools, like we do reading and math, then my hope is that kids will grow up to be
happier, healthier and more peaceful teens who know how to deal with life in
productive ways – and we can stop the violence.
Our summit will include more than 50 well-known experts speaking on subjects such as
diversity, inclusion, communication, social-emotional learning, coping with stress, antibullying, positivity, interacting with others, and more, as well as, celebrity role models
with positive messages. Teachers will receive discussion points, suggested activities and
projects so they can continue an open dialogue with their students after the Summit.
I've been practicing mindfulness for years when I'm listening to music, doing breathing
exercises, or when I'm on the golf course. I've also been teaching the practice to young

kids through fun, games, music, videos, apps and the dog character I created, Wuf
Shanti. The Wuf Shanti mascot travels to schools and hospitals to visit with the kids,
bringing comfort and a simple way to connect to the practice of mindfulness.
As I grew up and started high school, so did our curriculum. I wanted to offer something
to help teens, but I knew it had to be much more serious, and without the dog
character. With the support of Helen Maffini, of MindBe-Education, I launched the
Mindful Kids Peace Summit.
The Summit will take place Feb 11-15, the anniversary of the Parkland, Florida shooting,
as a way to honor the victims and survivors. I live close to Parkland, and our entire
community and surrounding communities were deeply affected by this tragedy and
stand with Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. Others are working on getting rid of
the guns, and this is the only way I know to help. I want to arm teachers with what
they're supposed to be armed with, teachable moments and education.
The Mindful Kids Peace Summit’s daily themes include:
•
•
•
•
•

Day 1: We Are All One: Diversity, Inclusion and Communication
Day 2: Living Together in Peace: Kindness and Anti-Bullying (Stop the Violence)
Day 3: Mindfulness Matters: Tools for Kids to De-Stress and Cope with Emotions
(Yoga, Meditation, Breathing, Positivity)
Day 4: Doing Good: Things We Can Do Together to Make the World a Better
Place and Collaboration
Day 5: Social-Emotional Learning, Interacting with Others, Positive Psychology:
More Mindfulness for Kids and how Teachers and Parents can help

Offered online and at no cost on the days of the summit, the Peace Summit is
accessible to students, parents, teachers and healthcare practitioners around the
world. My hope is for students to watch together and create a common goal of inner
and outer peace through these mindfulness tools.
Registration is available at https://www.mindfulkidspeacesummit.com/. For more
information contact Adam at thinkwell@wufshanti.com and follow us on social
@wufshanti.
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Mindfulness benefits-helps children with anxiety, illness, depression
New study: Mindfulness cognitive therapy helps kids with anxiety disorders
Wuf Shanti teaches yoga and meditation to kids impacted by Cancer
Wuf Shanti helps ease back to school stress and bullying by teaching kids mindfulness
Wuf Shanti on Florida PBS stations, Children's TV Network, & Adventure2Learning
Wuf Shanti helps kids manage stress and cope better with trauma & emotions
Feature on 14-year-old Adam, Wuf Shanti creator
Teen curriculum: Kids Assoc. for Mindfulness in Educ & the Mindful Kids Peace Summit
How mindfulness, yoga and meditation help in the healing process

AWARDS
• Common Sense Media names Wuf Shanti mindful mobile app, the Wuf Shanti
Yoga Fun Machine, as "Best in Health and Games App for Kids" & "Best
Meditation App for Kids."

• Mom's Choice Awards names Wuf Shanti "Best in Family-Friendly Media,
Products, & Services."
• National Parenting Products Awards (NAPPA) names Wuf Shanti "Best Products
for Kids" in their Health and Wellness Roundup!
• Heal The Planet Award for being a Young Planet Leader working to make the
world a better place.

